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The calcul ated singlet-triplet mean energies are given for aU He' I configu rations having 
3.;; I .;; n -1 from 4/ to Bk. Since only Stark-shifted transitions have been observed for such con
figurations with I '" 4. the calculated positions are the most accurate available_ The polarization energy 
(to the quadrupole approximation) for two-electron ions may be evaluated for higher nl or Z from the 
simple formulas. The calculated and observed positions of the Isn/ co nfigurations in He' I and Li' II 
agree within the experimental uncertainties. 
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1. Introduction 

In a list of He4 I energy levels published in 1960 
[1],1 positions were given for several configurations 
Is5l, 6l, 7l (l:3 4) that had been observed only in 
Stark-effect investigations [2]_ An attempt was made 
to derive the approximate undisplaced positions for 
these configurations from Foster's measurements [2]. 
However, Foster [31 had already given a more accurate 

_ position for the 5g configuration relative to the other 
levels for n = 5. This position was not derived from his 
observations but from the polarization theory of term 
defects due to Born and Heisenberg [4] and Waller 
[5]. (The "term defect" was the difference between the 
actual term value and the Bohr energy R/n2.) A simple 
expression for the polarization defect for Isnl con
figurations for I :3 3 is applied here to obtain positions 
for several such configurations in He4 I. 

2. Polarization Formulas 

Polarization theory [4r-9J is now frequently used to 
describe the deviations of non-penetrating terms T 

~ in alkali-like atoms from corresponding hydrogenic 
term values To. For a non-penetrating electron outside 
a closed-shell core [9J: 

where R is the Rydberg constant and Ci.d and Ci.q are 
the electric dipole and quadrupole polarizabilities of 
the core in units of ax and a3, respectively (ao is the 

1 Figures in brackets indica te th e literature references at the end of thi s I,aper. 

Bohr radius). The expectation values ( r- 4 ) and (r - 6 ) 

have been tabulated [8] and Edh~n [9] has given a 
convenient table for use with the expression 2 

t.lp = A (Z) P(n , l)[1 + k(Z)q(n, I)]. 
Here 

and 

(2) 

(3) 

where Zc is the net charge of the core; P (n, L) and 
q(n , l) are the quantities tabulated by Edlen. 

The polarization energy for an atom with a core 
having a partly filled shell will in general contain terms 
not appearing for the closed-shell core. Bethe [10] 
gives an expression for the polarization quantum
defect for a two-electron atom (lsn l) that reduces to 
the dipole value for large Z· r_ 

It is useful to note that Waller's dipole calculation 
agrees with the current best observations for lsn! in 
both He 4 I and Li 7 II to within the experimental ac
curacies. Weiss [11] has now shown that the simple 
expression (1) is valid for lsnl configurations of two
electron ions if f :3 3. In this case T is the arithmetic 
mean of the singlet and triplet terms for Isnl. This 
result allows an accurate calculation of t.l p for such 
configurations since the Is core polarizabilities are just 
the hydro genic values [5, 7J: Ci.d=9/(2Z4) and 
Ci.q = 15/Z6• For helium-like ions Zc = Z - 1, and we 
have from (3): 

A (Z) = 9(Z -1)4/(2Z4) 

k(Z) = IO(Z -1)2/(3Z2 )_ 

2An expression having s imilar form was introduced in [6]. 

(4) 

(5) 
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With (4), (S), and (2) the polarization energies for 1snl 
(l ;?; 3) configurations may be evaluated to the quad
rupole approximation for any two-electron ion. 

In the case of hydrogenic spectra, To in eq (1) in
cludes the appropriate relativistic correction to the 
Bohr term [9]. Relativistic corrections for excited 
states in two· electron ions are not generally available, 
but calculations for 1snp terms (n = 2, 3, 4) in He I 
have been reported [12]. The singlet·triplet mean cor
rections for these terms are of the same order as the 
relativistic corrections for the corresponding np terms 
in hydrogen. Since the hydrogenic corrections for 
l ;?; 3 are less than 0.01 cm - I, the relativistic correc
tions for He are probably negligible to the accuracies 
of the calculations given here. Bethe and Salpeter [13] 
indicate that the mass-polarization correction is 
negligible for terms having l ;?; 2 in two·electron ions. 
Calculations by Mayer and Mayer [6] show that the 
effect due to penetration of the Is core by the excited 
wave function would also be negligible to the accuracy 
needed here. We thus adopt the uncorrected Bohr 
energy R/n2 for To, the mean of the singlet and triplet 
terms without the ~p correction. 

3. Term Defects 

An accurate value for the He II (25t / 2) series limit 
is needed in order to obtain (from calculated terms) 
the positions of the l ;?; 3 configurations relative to the 
5, P, and D levels. Seaton [14] applied a least-squares 
fitting procedure to several observed series and ob
tained a weighted mean of 198310.76 ± 0.01 cm-I for 
the limit (relative to the He4 I 150 ground level at 
O.OO±O.IS em - I) [lS].3 His method is a refinement 
of the usual procedure in that it takes the relation 
between the quantum defect and the term value 
explicitly into account in the weighting. He did not, 
however, give a specific weighting according to the 
different experimental accuracies. The 3d, 4d, Sd 
ID and 3d-6d 3D levels [1, 16] are known to better 
than 0.01 em-I, and it should be possible to describe 
the D series with a simple two-parameter formula. If 
the 3d, 4d, and Sd baricenters are fitted to a Ritz 
formula n-n*=a+{3T, a limit of 198310.741 em-I is 
obtained. (Here T= R/n*2 is the absolute term value, 
and R for He4 is taken as 109722.267 cm- t .) Table 1 
gives the results of a Ritz-formula fit 4 based on 
Seaton's value for the limit. Comparison of the ob
served and calculated baricenters for the accurately 
known lowest three terms shows them to be consist
ent with this limit. Seaton's method showed convinc-

3 Pekeris calculated a value of 198310.674 ± O.025 cm - I for the principal ionization 
energy of He [Phys. Rev. 126, 1170 (1962)] . If this result is accepted, the '50 ground level 
is at + O.086 ± O.025 cm - 1 relative to the positions as given here and in [I] for all exc ited 
configurations. An additional uncertainty that varies from < 0.0] em - I to > 0.1 cm - 1 is 
then associated with the excited levels. The term values calculated here with respect to 
the limit are not affected by any such change in the ground level. 

4The series con stants (from table 1) give R{3/a = -2.04, quite close to the value -2.00 
expected if a and f3 were entirely due to the dipole polarizability ad. The D terms deviate 
from the positions predicted by the hydrogenic Is core value for ad, however. by about 
6 percent of the term defects. Weiss [II] finds that the polarization energy for iSTld includes 
terms in addition to the two polarizability terms in eq (1) above. The only available polariza
tion-theory method that will accurately predict the nd terms is to fit the low terms by treat
ing the limit. A (Z), and k(Z) as adjustable parameters [9]. Such a fit for the 3d, 4d. Sci 
baricenters gives A = 0.27840 and k = 0.021. The calculated limit and all calculated terms 
then agree to within 0'()()2 cm - I with corresponding values obtained from fitting the same 
three terms to the Ritz formula. 

ingly that the earlier values given for the limit [1, IS] 
were too high, and his result is adopted here. 

TABLE 1. Term values for thelsnd (n=3 to 8) bari-
centers in He4 I j 

Calculated values were determined from a Ritz formula with the 
constants (see text): R = 109722.267 em-I; a = 2.6865 X 10- 3 ; 

/3=-5.00 X 10- 8. <?b~erved values are based on levels from Ref. I 
[1] referred to a lImIt of 198310.76 em-I. . 

Isnd n* Term Term o-C 
(calc) (calc) (obs) 

cm- 1 em-I em- I 
3d 2.9979239 12208.254 12208.254 0.000 
4d 3.9976568 6865.683 6865.679 -.004 
5d 4.997533 4393.225 4393.228 .003 
6d 5.997466 3050.417 3050.42 .00 
7d 6.997426 2240.878 2240.92 .04 
8d 7.997399 1715.526 1715.49 - .04 

Table 2 gives the results of an evaluation of (2) for 
the He4 I configurations Isnl (l;?; 3) to n = 8. From 
(4) and (S) the constants are: A = 9/32; k = S/6. The 
limitation on the principal quantum number is arbitrary 
and the results may be extended to any lsnl config
uration with l;?; 3. It seems unlikely that the approxi
mations in the method give an error as large as 0.1 
cm - I even for 4f(the largest value of T). The devia
tions from the observed positions for Sf and 6f are 
within the experimental uncertainties. Any reasonable 
fitting of the nf series by one of the usual series 
formulas shows the observations for the lowest three 
members to be inconsistent on the scale of ~ 0.1 em - I. 

TABLE 2. Calculated polarization defects and term 
values for some configurations in He4 I 

The term values and positions are singlet·triplet means. 
To= (109722.267/n2 ) em- I, and T=To+tJ.p • 

Isnl To tJ. p T Position" o-Cb 

em-I em-I em-I em- I em- I 
4f 6857.642 1.168 6858.810 191451.950 -0.01 
5f 4388.891 0.673 4389.564 193921.196 .14 
6f 3047.8408 .413 3048.254 195262.506 .08 
7f 2239.2299 .269 2239.499 196071.261 .00 
8f 1714.4104 .184 1714.594 196596.166 .00 

5g (see .157 4389.048 193921.712 
6g above) .101 3047.942 195262.818 
7g .068 2239.298 196071.462 
8g .047 1714.457 196596.303 

6h .032 3047.873 195262.887 
7h .022 2239.252 196071.508 
8h .016 1714.426 196596.334 

7i .009 2239.239 196071.521 
8i .006 1714.416 196596.344 

8k .003 1714.413 196596.347 

a Relative to the IS21S0 ground level at O.OO±O.IS cm - I , (Position) = 198310.760 cm- I 

- T; this limit is thought to be accurate to ± 0.01 em-I . 
I) Difference between the observed [Ref. 1] and calculated positions. 
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It could well be that the 5f and 6f positions are mainly 
at fault, as indicated by the deviations in table 2. 

The nf I FO - 3 FO separations obtained from the 
experimental positions for 4f and 5f (0.28 and 0.06 
cm - I , respectively) [1] are almost surely due to 
observational error (perhaps including source effects). 
The calculated separations [17] of only O.Oll and 0.009 
cm - I , respectively, should be accurate to much better 
than an order of magnitude. Thus at least one of the 
4f terms is in error by more than 0.1 cm - I, and an 
error of 0.2 cm- I in the mean seems reasonable. 

If the various terms are known experimentally to 
about the same accuracy (in cm - I ) , the most sensitive 
comparisons with polarization calculations for l ~ 3 
are obtained with the lowest nf configurations. The 
"O- C" results for these configurations in table 2 thus 
confirm the dipole contribution to the term defect to 
about 20 percent. They are not accurate enough to 
check the quadrupole contribution, however, which 
amounts to only about 2 percent of the dipole 
correction. 

Any errors in T due to the approximations become 
smaller (in cm - I ) for higher values of n. Term values 
with more than three decimal places would be required 
in table 2 to give some separations of the higher con
figurations to the probable accuracy of the method. 

The positions (relative to the ground level) previously 
given by the author [1] for the g, h, and i configurations 
in He are too high by up to 0.8 cm - 1 (for 5g). They are , 
in fact, unphysical in that they are above the corre
sponding Bohr positions. The best values now available 
for these configurations, and those of still higher l, 
are obtained from the polarization theory. 

The calculated polarization energy for I = 3 is con
firmed by the low F terms [18] in Li 7 II to a somewhat 
better percentage accuracy than the available measure
ments allow for He 4 I. In table 3 we see that the term 

- defects for Li7 II nf configurations are about three 
times the corresponding values for He 4 I. The experi
mental uncertainty 5 for the lower F terms in Li II is 
probably about 0.2 cm - 1. The calculated and experi
mental term defects thus agree to within the ex
perimental accuracy, and calculated values different 
by more than - 10 percent would not agree with the 
observations. The values given for To in table 3 are 
themselves uncertain by at least 5 percent, because 
relativistic effects are not included.!; The total un
certainty in To - TObs for these terms is thus about 
three times the - 4 percent quadrupole contribution 
to !:lp. 

We see from eq (5) for k (Z) that the quadrupole 
contribution rises with Z; for high Z, k(Z) ~ 10/3 and 
A (Z) ~ 9/2. The polarization energies for a partic ular 

li The calculated singlet-triplet sepa rations of Ihe F terms in Li II are on ly 0.15 and 0.13 
em - \ for 4/ and 5/. respec ti ve ly [171. These are not observed , being much smalh'T than the 
resolved hyperfin e s plittings of - 1.0 em - I [1 81. On the assumption that the baricenter of 
the hyperfine structure is a lso the 3F , IF bariccnter.lhe single l-1ril)iel means (TOb,) in table 
3 were made less than the corresponding baricenter te rlll values by small amount s (0.04 em- I 
for 4/100.01 em - I for 8f and 9J). Term dete rmin atio ns with respect to the limit baricenter 
we re made by us ing the 2s :15 1 baricenter at 134044.19 ± 0.10 c m - ] [18]. An uncertainty 
of 0.2 c m - ] for the lowe r F terms is p robably l3ufflcient to includt: the additional uror due 
t.o uncertaint y in the ir positions with res pec t to 2s 35 1• 

6 Relativis tic corrections have been calculated for Li II 2p II.} [ 12]. The Li II Jsnfcorrec
lions are proba bl y of the o rder of the correspo ndin g He II rtf correct ions, equal 10 0.14 
cm - ] for 4/ 

term thus approach asymptotic values with increasing 
Z. The quadrupole contribution for 4f approaches 
6.9 percent, and the total polarization defect ap
proaches (18.37 + 1.28) cm - I = 19.65 cm - I _ However, 
the realivistic corrections to To are expected to increase 
as (Z - 1) 4. These corrections (see footnote 6) are 
probably already of the same order as the quadrupole 
energy for Isnf in Li II. It appears that verification of 
the quadrupole term for Isnf in two-electron ions 
would require a calculation of the relativistic effects. 

TABLE 3. Calculated and observed term defects for 1 snf 
configurations in Li7 II. 

The polarization constants for tl" are A = 8/9 and k = 40/27. Term 
values are singlet-triplet means (see footnote 5). T,,=4R/n' 
= (438914.91/n') cm- I . 

lsnf To Tobs To - Tobs tlp 

cm - t em - I cm - 1 cm - 1 

4f 27432_18 27435.78 3_60 3.74 
5f 17556_60 17558.69 2_09 2.16 
6f 12192.08 12193.35 1.27 1.33 
7f 8957.45 8958.32 0.87 0_87 

8f 6858.05 6858.68 .63 .59 

9f 5418.70 5419.18 .48 .42 

10f 4389.15 4389.33 .18 .31 

Note added in proof: Another effect neglected here is 
also probably comparable in magnitude to the quadru
pole-polarization energy, even in He I. A very recent 
paper giving polarization energies in He I [CO Deutsch, 
Phys. Rev. A 2, 43 (1970)] includes a nonadiabatic 
correction calculated to be slightly larger than, and 
opposite in sign to, the quadrupole-polarization 
contribution. 

A. W. Weiss has been very helpful in discussions 
about two-electron atoms. I am especially grateful for 
his making available a new derivation that gives a 
firm theoretical basis for eq (1) as used here. A private 
letter from William S. Cooper, III, questioning (on 
the basis of AC Stark-effect observations) the 5g 
position given in [IJ stimulated me to examine the 
accuracy of polarization theory for two-electron atoms. 
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